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Today’s Agenda
You will Learn:
How to incorporate VOC into your website redesign
Tools to determine why and when customers use the website
throughout their experience

How to maximize the impact that marketing can make to the digital
experience
Steps to building an action plan to translate insights into action
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HOUSEKEEPING
AUDIO is available through your computer speakers or
through dial-in. All lines are muted.
You can SUBMIT QUESTIONS/COMMENTS at any time.
We will address all questions during the Q&A session at
the end of today’s presentation.
Links to the slides and RECORDING will be made
available and sent to all attendees via e-mail.
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ABOUT US
WE WORK WITH NATIONALLY-RECOGNIZED INSTITUTIONS:
5 “Honor Roll” institutions
5 out of the top 10 cancer programs
3 out of the top 4 pediatric hospitals
3 out of the top 10 cardiovascular programs
NATIONAL BENCHMARKING STUDIES:
Patient experience management
Marketing practices
Physician relations programs
International programs
Ranked as one of top 50 Healthcare Consulting firms by Modern Healthcare

Background

UK HealthCare Markey Cancer Center is the state’s only NCI-designated
cancer center. Services range from prevention/screening to treatment,
with over 80,000 outpatient visits last year.
Markey recognized a need to improve the digital outreach strategy
focused on consumers and researchers. Gelb was engaged to develop
insights to determine the best role of the website in the customer
experience, including what matters most to target audiences, and to
provide support in creating a business case and implementation strategy
to improve the digital experience.

Why is VOC Engagement Important ?

•

Digital is not just about IT - our customers don’t see the digital
experience as separate from the rest of their experiences

•

Assumptions are often our downfall; we need to understand acutal
customer priorities

•

Best practices exist for digital tools, but each market and brand are
unique - what do your customers want and need?
•

VOC facilitates internal alignment and action, helping the team
determine priorities and what matters most

Successful website redesign….
Accounts for a variety of needs...

Successful website redesign….
And the holistic healthcare experience

Awareness

Evaluation

Scheduling

Treatment

On-Going

What We Did

✓ Competitor and information review
✓ Blitz user testing with patients and consumers
✓ Individual interviews/user testing with internal providers and
researchers
✓ Prioritized action planning based on best practices and market
feedback
✓ Implemented priority actions
✓ Created a roadmap for future actions

User Testing Framework

Broad conversation
regarding current
information
resources

Content

1:1 facilitation
through tasks

Functionality

Recap conversation
with users after
completing the
tasks

Design

Navigation

User Testing Task Development
Now imagine that you would like to find information about
Dr. Arnold who treats lung cancer. Where would you go?
Note that this will direct them off of the Markey site and to
the main UK healthcare site. Record if this causes
confusion or if they have difficulty returning to the Markey
page.
–Record actions
–Where did they go?
–What information did they find to be important for learning
about this doctor?
–What did they expect and what would they recommend?
What else do they want to know about this doctor?

In-depth Interviewing
•

In-depth interviewers with providers (current
referrers) and researchers

•

Examined the holistic experience and how the
website is used from awareness through
transition of care

•

Discussion points include: current digital
preferences and usage, evaluation of
Mareky’s site, best practices to emulate,
recommendations for improvement

“There are 4 programs for the cancer
center, so there should be 4 images or
something easy to click on. It’s very
static and not very active. It’s just a lot
of words.” – Researcher
“What, I have to go to the very bottom
where it seems to be “no man’s land”
to get to “Referring Physicians” that
does not seem right. Really my staff
does this I would not do this, so I think
I will leave this area now.” – Referring
Provider

Findings: Segment Perceptions
Consumers like diagnosis-specific content and doctor bios. However, they
find navigation to be difficult, pages to be text-heavy, and details about the
experience and visit planning to be lacking

Physicians like doctor bios and clinical trials information, but have difficulty
finding the referring provider page (thus often don’t use it at all) and seek
easily accessible links to the physician portal and UK*MD
Researchers have the most frustrations of all segments, they don’t believe the
site represents them well in recruiting nor clearly represents the four
programs, and have found critical information (researcher directory, shared
resources) to be outdated
All audiences echo that “why choose” Markey needs to be clearly
articulated (uniquely for patients, referrals, and researcher
recruiting) and the design needs to be less text-heavy with more
dynamic photos and illustrations

Key Element Summary
Element

Description

Content

Content is thorough, but can be hard to find, dense, and outdated.
Detailed doctor bios are praised, but However, “Why Choose” needs to be clearly articulated
for each audience, and an increased focus on the patient experience is needed.

Functionality

The search box works well and produces relevant results. Some features (such videos or
podcasts) require specific browsers. Old, outdated pages sometimes appear in search results.
Users found a handful of links that did not work.

Design

Navigation

The color scheme is appropriate and generally liked, but pages are dense, lack images and
inspirational design, and have small links that are overlooked.

Much clicking is required due to lack of a hover or drop-down menu, and critical pages such as
diagnosis-specific information are hard to find. Most providers are unaware of the difficult to
find “For Referring Providers” page and assume they should click on “Clinicians & Researchers.”
For all segments, continual switching between UK HealthCare and Markey sites is frustrating.

Patient-Consumer Priorities
Finding information related to diagnosis is top priority

Priority

1

Priority

Information by
Cancer Type

3

Priority

2

Visit Planning

Why Choose

Read Patient
Stories &
Prepare for What
to Expect

Learn about
Doctor(s)

Understand
Variety of
Treatment
Options (also
Clinical
Trials)

What to Expect &
What to Bring
Patient Experience
Differentiation
Reasons to Believe
(Innovations, New
treatments, etc.)

Directions &
Parking, Specific
to Building

Provider Priorities
Digital is primarily use for coordination, occasionally for decision-making

Priority

Priority

1

3

Priority

2

Care Coordination

Directing Patients

Referral Decision
Making
UK*MD Access

Why Choose
Markey
What to Expect
During Visit

Portal Link

Physician Bios and Sub
Specialties

Clinical Trials

Treatment Options
Available

Directions

Researcher Priorities
Available resources and generating excitement for recruiting are priority

Priority

Priority

1

2

Locating Resources

Available
Shared Resources

3

Priority

Staying Updated

Researcher
Recruitment
New Grants
and Projects

Identifying
Potential
Collaborators

Assistance
Available
(Grant writing, etc.)

Detailed Bios and
Research interests

Key
Research
programs

Conveying
Excitement and
Cutting-Edge
Research

Featuring of
Programs or
Researchers

Satisfaction Summary

Most
Mentions

User Likes

Patients-Consumers

Most
Mentions

User Dislikes

Doctor profiles

Difficult to find specific cancer types

Using the search box tool

Text-heavy pages

Smiling photos of physicians

Too much clicking (inability to hover)

Language is generally easy to understand

Homepage does not feature priority info.

Content of Facebook page

Directions are not specific

Color scheme

Lack of a humanistic, inspirational feel

Variety of support services offered

No images of buildings

“Why Choose Markey” content

Links that are lost within text

Learning about local events

Information is often not specific to Markey

Satisfaction Summary

Researchers-Providers

Grey text represents researchers; blue text represents providers

Most
Mentions

User Likes

Most
Mentions

User Dislikes

Availability of researcher directory

Outdated researcher directory

Doctor bios are helpful for referrals

Page is static and not regularly updated

Physician portal works well

Referring provider page is hard to find

Shared resources information

Links to portal & UK*MD are hard to find

Access to research support

Lack of exciting news featured

Easy to find researcher page in top nav

Text-heavy pages

Clinical trial information is easy to find

Researcher/clinician page needs to be

Referrer page contains desired content

separated

Contact information is easily accessible

Does not convey research culture
Lack of organization around 4 programs
“Why Choose” for patients is not clear

Key Element Summary: Design
The site’s colors are well-liked, but the overall design is
text-heavy and lacks photos or content-related
illustrations. Links get lost within text.
The director’s message takes up too much space on
the homepage and is too text heavy; users want to
immediately access rankings, “Why Choose Markey”
content, and list of cancer types

The boxes on the
right are perceived
as advertisements
and often overlook.
This space needs a
more defined
purpose with the
look and feel of the
Markey brand.

Users want
more local
photos (not
stock photos),
facility images,
and ways to
break up the
text on the
pages

Key Element Summary: Navigation

The current site requires much
back and forth navigating. Users
are easily directed off of the
Markey site and onto the UK site
without an easy way to return to
Markey.

The navigation bar on the left
changes for each page
(inconsistent topics), takes up
space, and requires a lot of
clicking. Users would prefer one
navigation bar (such as the top
navigation bar) with the
capability to hover to find desired
links.

Diagnosisspecific
information
is critical to
users, yet
not intuitive
to find.

Clinicians
and
researchers
are not
considered
the same;
referring
provider
page is hard
to find

Key Element Summary: Content

Patients-Consumers

Content is thorough, but
too dense. Links
embedded in content
are not distinguishable.

Physician bios are a
well-liked area of the
site, with users
complimenting the
detail, photo, and first
person language that
personalizes the
physician.

Some informational
areas, such as
details about
support groups and
volunteer options at
Markey are lacking
in detail.

Patient stories and inspirational
content are lacking.
What it is like to have cancer is
difficult to find. “Living with
Cancer” link does not work.

Key Element Summary: Content

Researchers

The 4 formal programs are
considered important yet not
clearly defined on the site;
researchers would like content
organized around each program

Research strengths page
is text-heavy and lacks
inspiration or
communication of culture

Research directory
is a critical
resource but
difficult to navigate
and often outdated

“There are 4 programs for
the cancer center, so there
should be 4 images or
something easy to click on.
It’s very static and not very
active. It’s just a lot of
words.” - Researcher

The research landing
page is static and users
would like to see new
research, grants, and
findings featured

Key Element Summary: Content

Providers

The physician portal and
UK*MD are well-liked but
hard to find and buried
within the “referring
providers” page (which
many don’t realize is even
available because it is
difficult to find on the
website

Clear link for referring a
patient is well-liked

“I guess I would go to the blue “Clinicians and
Researchers”. This seems to be more
focused on the researcher. I can not find the
“Referring Physicians” option, where is it?” –
Referring Provider

Tabs within the page are appropriate but
most providers use top navigation for the
directory and research due to this page
being difficult to find, thus lack a link to the
physician portal

Key Element Summary: Functionality
The search feature is frequently used and
tends to produce relevant results

Many find the
directions link to be
minimally useful
because there are no
directions for parking,
shuttles, or how to get
to the building. The
address is the same
for any service area,
and there are no
photos of the facility.

Online appointment form seems intuitive, but
most prefer to call to schedule an appointment.
24 hours seems a ling time to many, so they
would pick up the phone. Also suggested is an
automated acknowledgement that a form has
been sent/received.

Users are unsure what
this app is for; many
did not realize it was
only for clinical trials

Building Internal Alignment

1

Presentation of research results
Segment priorities, needs, expectations
Quick Hits

2
3

Developed list of tactical
recommendations to
implement quickly that
add value to the digital
experience.

Road Map
Mid and long term strategic
recommendations to help
achieve our ideal digital
experience.

Implementation Plan
Resources, timeline, milestones and success metrics

Priority Actions

Clearly articulate understand why patients, researchers or providers
should choose Markey

Update look and feel by reducing text density and incorporating more
white space, images, clickable icons, videos, and stories/quotes
Create inspiration by sharing stories and what it is like to be a patient

Convey how Markey embraces Kentucky’s culture and population
through local images, stories, and research updates
Update navigation with ability to hover or choose from a drop-down bar
to reduce clicking
Find and delete (or fix) old pages and links that do not work

QUESTIONS ?
COMMENTS ?

Resources

Experience Management
http://www.endeavormgmt.com/experience-management-overview/

Digital Strategy White Paper
http://www.endeavormgmt.com/engaging-users-in-digital-strategy/

Digital Experience Best Practices
http://www.endeavormgmt.com/creating-an-ideal-digital-experience/

Blitz User Testing Process
http://www.endeavormgmt.com/website-user-testing/

Would You Like To:

• Have a representative contact you?
• Have a representative come to speak at your
organization?
• Want more information?

Contact Us

Nicole Coy
NCoy@endeavormgmt.com

www.endeavormgmt.com/healthcare

Thank you for participating!

